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Abstract
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The environmental contaminants pentachlorophenol (PCP) and 4, 4′dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) are detected in some human blood samples at levels as
high as 5 µM (PCP) and 260 nM (DDT). Several cancers are associated with exposures to these
contaminants. IL-6 is a pro-inflammatory cytokine that when dysregulated stimulates
inflammatory diseases and tumor progression. Immune cells exposed to PCP at 0.05–5 µM and
DDT at 0.025–2.5 µM showed increased secretion of IL-6 when the cell preparations contained
either T lymphocytes or monocytes. Increased IL-6 secretion was due to PCP and DDT induced
cellular production of the cytokine and was dependent on MAP kinase signaling pathways (in the
case of PCP). Compound-induced increases in IL-6 production were in part due to increases in
either the transcription of and/or stability of its mRNA. Thus, both PCP and DDT have the
potential to produce chronic inflammation by stimulating production of IL-6 by immune cells.
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The pro-inflammatory cytokine interleukin 6 (IL-6) has roles in the immune response, bone
remodeling, cellular differentiation, cell proliferation, and hematopoeisis. (Tanaka et al.,
2014; Jorcyk et al., 2011; Fernando et al., 2014). It is produced by monocytes, lymphocytes,
macrophages, and muscle cells and plays a major role in chronic inflammation and those
diseases associated with inflammation including cancer (Coussens & Werb, 2002; Demaria
et al., 2010). Abnormal levels of IL-6 are associated with juvenile idiopathic arthritis,
systemic lupus erythematosis, Crohn’s disease, bone loss, and cardiovascular disease
(Gabay, 2006; Tanake et al., 2014; Choy and Panayi, 2001).
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Pentachlorophenol (PCP) and 4, 4′-Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) are
organochlorine compounds that contaminate the environment. Used as a component in
insecticides and antifouling paint (Cirelli, 1978), PCP was previously used to treat the wood
in log cabins and is currently used to treat wood utility poles (Cline, et.al, 1989). It is present
in sediment and mussel tissues from freshwater lakes (Brown et al., 2005). Individuals
exposed to PCP have shown increased incidences of blood and kidney cancers (Cooper and
Jones, 2008; Demers et al., 2006). Modes of exposure include absorption through skin,
inhalation, and consumption of contaminated food or water. Levels of PCP in human serum
ranged from 0.26 −5 µM in individuals who lived in PCP-treated log homes (Cline et al.,
1989) and 0.15 µM in individuals with no known exposures (Cline et al., 1989; Uhl et al.,
1986). DDT is a pesticide used primarily in insect control, mainly mosquitoes. The United
States prohibits its use but it continues to be used in a number of developing countries
(Rengam 2013; Davis, 2006; WHO 2006; Turusov et al., 2002; Loganathan 2016). DDT is
lipophilic and highly stable and thus enters human tissues through its bioaccumulation and
biomagnification in the food chain (Koepke et al.,2004; Kodavanti and Loganathan, 2017).
Levels of DDT as high as 23, 169 ng/g of lipid (approximately 260 nM) have been found in
human blood serum (Koepke et al., 2004; Trejo-Acevedo et al., 2009). Like PCP, exposure to
DDT has been associated with a number of cancers (Eskenazi, et al., 2009; Harada et al.,
2016).
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Increased secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines, interferon gamma (IFNγ), tumor
necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), and interleukin 1beta (IL-1β), from monocytes and peripheral
blood lymphocytes can be stimulated by both PCP and DDT exposures (Massawe et al.,
2017; Martin & Whalen, 2017). Further studies indicated that these compound-induced
increases in IL-1β secretion were due to the ability of both PCP and DDT to stimulate
cellular production of IL-1β (not simply increasing release of pre-existing IL-1β) (Martin et
al., 2019). Additionally, both PCP and DDT utilized the p38 MAP kinase (MAPK) signaling
pathway to increase cellular production of IL-1β (Martin et al., 2019).
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The effects of PCP and DDT on the secretion of IL-6 from immune cell have not been
studied. In the current study, a range of increasingly complex mixtures of human immune
cells (enriched NK cells, a mixture of NK and T lymphocytes, and a mixture of lymphocytes
and monocytes) were examined to see if exposure to either PCP or DDT stimulated secretion
of IL-6. Further, we examined whether PCP or DDT-induced increases in IL-6 secretion
were the result of increased cellular production of IL-6 or simply stimulation of the release
of a pre-existing store of the cytokine. Concentrations of PCP and DDT that increased
cellular production of IL-6 were further investigated to determine whether this was caused
by increases in the mRNA for IL-6. Additionally, the role of MAPK pathways in any PCPinduced or DDT-induced increases in IL-6 production was studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and Monocyte Depleted (MD)PBMCs
PBMCs were isolated from leukocyte filters (PALL- RCPL or FLEX) obtained from the Red
Cross Blood Bank (Nashville, TN). Leukocytes were obtained from the filters as described
Environ Toxicol Pharmacol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2020 November 01.
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in Meyer et al., 2005. PBMCs and MD-PBMCs were then prepared as previously described
(Martin et al., 2019). Briefly, the filters were back-flushed with phosphate buffered saline
pH 7.4 (PBS) containing containing 5 mM disodium EDTA and 2.5% [w/v] sucrose. The
eluent resulting from the back-flush was then layered onto Lymphosep® (1.077g/mL) and
centrifuged at 1200g for 30 min. The resulting cells have a yield and viability that is
indistinguishable from those prepared from buffy coats.
Preparation of NK cells
NK cells were isolated from buffy coats (source leukocytes from healthy adult donors)
purchased from Key Biologics, LLC (Memphis, TN) using the RosetteSep human NK cell
enrichment antibody cocktail (Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada). This procedure has been described in detail in Brown et al 2018a.
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Chemical Preparations, cell treatments, and cell viability
DDT and PCP were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and mitogen activated
protein kinase (MAPK) inhibitors were purchased from Fischer Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA).
DDT and PCP stock solutions were prepared as 100 mM solutions in Dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). MAPK inhibitor (PD98059 and SB202190) stock solutions were 50 mM solutions
in DMSO. Appropriate dilutions of the stock solutions were prepared as described in Martin
&Whalen 2017.
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Cells were treated with DDT at concentrations from 0.025–2.5 μM and PCP from 0.05– 5
μM for various length of incubation (dependent on the specific study). For studies examining
secretion alone, cells were exposed to either PCP or DDT for 24 h, 48 h, or 6 days.
Following the incubation period, cell supernatants were obtained and stored at −70 C. For
studies examining cellular production of IL-6, cells were treated with 5–0.05 µM PCP or
2.5–0.025 µM DDT for 10 min, 1 h, 6 h or 24 h. Supernatants were collected to examine
secretion of IL-6 from cells and the cell pellets were lysed ( lysis buffer from Active motif,
Carlsbad, CA) to examine for intracellular levels of IL-6. The cell lysates and their
corresponding supernatants were stored frozen at −70–80 o C up to the point when they were
assayed by ELISA (secretion) and Western blot (intracellular). Appropriate controls were
included in all studies. The concentrations of PCP and DDT that were examined are in the
range of those seen in human blood samples (Cline et al., 1989; Uhl et al., 1986; Koepke et
al., 2004; Trejo-Acevedo et al., 2009).
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Cell viability was observed at the end of each exposure period. Viability was determined
using the trypan blue exclusion method as described previously (Martin et al., 2019). The
viability of NK cells, MD-PBMCs, and PBMCs was not affected by any of the
concentrations of PCP or DDT at any length of incubation (data not shown). Additionally,
treatment with the pathway inhibitors also had no effect on the viability of PBMCs (data not
shown).
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Secreted levels of IL-6 were measured using the BD OptEIA™ Human IL-6 enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (BD-Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). The details of the
assay are described in Martin et al., 2019 and Brown et al., 2018a.
Western blot
Intracellular levels of IL-6 were determined from cell lysates by Western blot. Details of this
procedure have been previously described (Martin et al., 2019).
RNA Isolation and RT-qPCR
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RNA was prepared from PBMCs using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands)
and RT-qPCR was performed using the QuantiTect SYBR Green RT-PCR kit (Qiagen). The
specifics of the RNA isolation and RT-qPCR procedures have been published (Martin et al.,
2019).
Statistical Analysis
For statistical analysis, a p value of less than 0.05 indicated a significant difference. ANOVA
was used to determine if there were statistically significant differences within a given
experimental group. If significance was seen with ANOVA, pair-wise analysis was done
using Student’s t test, to compare control to an individual treatment.

RESULTS
Secretion of IL-6 from NK cells exposed to PCP
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Cells used were obtained from buffy coats (KB= Key Biologic buffy coats). The effects of
exposing NK cells to 0 −5 µM PCP for 24 h, 48 h, and 6 days are shown in Figure 1A.
Results are from a representative experiment (KB192) and were repeated in cells from 4
donors. There were significant decreases in IL-6 secretion seen at the 5, 2.5, or 1 µM
exposures in cells from all donors at each of the lengths of exposure. Cells from all donors
showed decreased IL-6 secretion at the 2.5 µM exposure when exposed for 24 h or 48 h.
After 6 days of exposure to 2.5 µM PCP there was decreased secretion in cells from 3 of the
4 donors. While cells from the donor in the representative experiment showed decreased
IL-6 secretion from NK cells at concentrations of PCP of 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 µM (after 6
days only), concentrations below 1 µM, caused no consistent alterations in secretion of IL-6
(data from all donors) from NK cells.
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Effects of PCP Exposure on Secretion of IL-6 by monocyte depleted peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (MD-PBMCS)
Cells were obtained from blood filters (F) obtained from the American Red Cross. Figure 1B
is a representative experiment (cells from donor F243) of the effects of exposing MDPBMCs (lymphocyte preparation) to PCP (0–5 µM) on IL-6 secretion. Experiments were
repeated in cells from 4 individual donors. In stark contrast to what was seen with NK cells,
all four donors showed significant increases at one or more length of incubation at one or
more concentration of PCP when compared to the control. PCP concentrations of 0.25–1 µM
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caused significant increases in IL-6 at one or more length of exposure (24 h, 48 h, and 6
day).
Effects of PCP Exposure on Secretion of IL-6 by PBMCS
The effect of PCP (0–5 µM) exposures on IL-6 secretion from PBMCs (lymphocytes plus
monocytes) is shown in Figure 1C. Results were very similar to what was seen with MDPBMCs, with cells from all donors showing significant increases after either 24 h, 48 h, or 6
days of exposure to at least 1 concentration of PCP.
Effects of PCP Exposures on cellular production (Secretion + Intracellular Levels) of IL-6
10 min and 1 h exposures: When PBMCs were exposed to 0–5 µM PCP for 10 min or 1
h, there were no consistent increases in production of IL-6 in PBMCs from 4 separate
donors (data not shown).
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6 h exposures: Exposure of PBMCs to PCP of 6 h caused increases in the production of
IL-6 (secretion + intracellular levels) in cells from all donors. The magnitude of the
increases in IL-6 production by immune cells varied by donor. Additionally, the
concentrations at which increased production occurred varied in a donor dependent manner.
Data from a representative experiment (cells from donor F492) are shown in Figure 2A.
Table 1 gives the results on production from cells prepared from 3 additional donors.
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24 h exposures: The effects of 24 h exposures to 0–5 µM PCP on the production of IL-6
are shown in Figure 2B and Table 1. Cells from 4 individual donors were examined. There
were increases in production of IL-6 (secretion + intracellular levels) after 24-hours of
exposure to PCP in cells from all donors. Cells from donor F451 (Figure 2B) showed
increased production when exposed to all by the lowest concentration of (0.05 µM PCP).
These increases ranged from 1.2 fold (at 0.1 µM PCP to 2.2 fold (at 5 µM PCP). Cells from
each of the donors showed increases in production at 2 or more concentrations of PCP.
These results, taken together with those at 10 min, 1h and 6 h, indicate that PCP stimulates
cellular production of IL-6 at one or more PCP concentrations within 6 h of exposure.
Effects of Exposures to PCP on IL-6 mRNA Levels in PBMCs
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Levels of IL-6 mRNA were measured in cells exposed to PCP for 2 h, 6 h, and 24 h, in order
to determine if the increases in IL-6 production seen after 6 h and 24 h were due to increased
IL-6 mRNA. Levels of IL-6 mRNA were not consistently increased in cell exposed to PCP
for 2 h (Table 2). However, after 6 h of exposure, cells from 3 of the 4 donors tested showed
PCP-induced increases in mRNA for IL-6 (Table 2). A similar result was seen after 24 h of
exposure to PCP. These results suggest that PCP-induced increases in IL-6 mRNA may
account for at least a portion of the increase in IL-6 production seen after 6 h and 24 h
exposures.
Involvement of p44/42 and p38 MAPK pathways in PCP-induced increases in IL-6
production.
The effects of exposures to 1, 2.5, and 5 μM PCP on production (intracellular + secreted
levels) of IL-6 from PBMCs where the p44/42 MAPK pathway is blocked by the MEK
Environ Toxicol Pharmacol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2020 November 01.
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inhibitor PD98059 are shown in Figure 3A and Table 3. Cells from three or the four donors
showed decreased production of IL-6 when exposed to PCP in the presence of the inhibitor.
Overall, the results indicate that the p44/42 MAPK pathway might be utilized by PCP in
stimulating IL-6 production in a donor dependent manner. Cells from each of four donors
showed lowered PCP-induced IL-6 production when the p38 pathway was inhibited by
SB202190 (Figure 3B and Table 3). For example, donor F570 showed 2.4, 1.86, and 1.43
fold increases when PBMCs were exposed to 1, 2.5 and 5 µM PCP in the absence of the p38
inhibitor. When the inhibitor was present, those same PCP exposures caused no increases in
production. This indicates that the p38 pathway is being utilized by PCP to stimulate IL-6
production.
Effects of DDT Exposure on Secretion of IL-6 by NK cells
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The effects of exposing preparations of enriched NK cells to DDT (0–2.5µM) for 24 h, 48 h,
and 6 d are shown in Figure 4A. Cells were prepared from buffy coats obtained from Key
Biologics (KB). Data are from a representative experiment using cells from donor KB197.
All donors showed significant decreases in IL-6 secretion at 5 µM DDT at one or more
length of exposure.
Effects of DDT Exposure on Secretion of IL-6 by monocytes depleted peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (MD-PBMCS)
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Figure 4B shows the effects of 24 h, 48 h, and 6 d exposures to DDT (0–2.5 µM) on IL-6
secretion from MD-PBMCs. Cells were obtained from blood filters (F= filter obtained from
the Red Cross). Cells from donor F281 (representative experiment in Figure 4B) exhibited
increased secretion of IL-6 at 0.025 and 0.05 µM DDT after 6 day. Three out of four donors
showed significant increases at one or more length of incubation at one or more
concentration of DDT when compared to the control. Unlike NK cells, exposure of MDPBMCs to DDT did not cause any consistent decreases in IL-6 secretion.
Effects of DDT Exposure on Secretion of IL-6 by PBMCS
The effects of exposing PBMCs to DDT for 24 h, 48 h, and 6 d on IL-6 secretion are
illustrated in Figure 4C (representative experiment, F197) All donors showed significant
increases after 48 h, and 6 days of exposure to at least 1 concentration of DDT. Significant
increases occur at all lengths of exposure to one or more concentration of PCP in cells from
F197 (Figure 4C).
Effects of DDT Exposures on the Production (Secretion + Intracellular Levels) of IL-6
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1 h exposures: As was seen with PCP, a 1 h exposure of PBMCs to DDT did not cause
any consistent increases in the production of IL-6 (data not shown).
6h exposures: The effects of 6 h exposures to DDT on production (intracellular and
secreted levels) of IL-6 in PBMCs were examined in cells from 4 separate donors (Figure
5A and Table 4). Cells from all donors demonstrated increased IL-6 production at one or
more concentration of DDT. Cells from donors F536 and F543 shows fold increases ranging
from 1.5–3.0 (F536) and 1.4–5.8 (F543).
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24h exposures: The effect of 24-hour exposures to DDT on production of IL-6 are shown
in Figure 5B and Table 4. As was seen after a 6 h exposure, cells from all donors exhibited
increased IL-6 production after 24 h exposures to DDT. These data indicate that DDT causes
significant increases in IL-6 production within 6 h of exposure.
Effects of Exposures to DDT on IL-6 mRNA Levels in PBMCs
Table 5 shows IL-6 mRNA levels in cells exposed to 0–2.5 µM DDT for 2 h and 6 h. Cells
from 5 different donors were tested at each time point. There were significant increases in
the mRNA for IL-6 after both 2 h and 6 h in each donor at 1 or more concentration of DDT.
These data indicate that the increases in IL-6 production that were stimulated by DDT
exposures can be attributed to DDT-induced increases in IL-6 mRNA
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Involvement of p44/42 and p38 MAPK pathways in DDT-induced increases in IL-6
production.
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When the p44/42 MAPK pathway was inhibited by PD98059, the DDT-induced increases in
IL-6 production were diminished in cells from 3 of the 4 donors (Figure 6A and Table 6).
For example cells from donor F590 (Figure 6A) showed increases in IL-6 production of 1.6,
1.1 and 1.2 fold after 6 h exposures to 0.1, 0.05, and 0.025 µM DDT when the p44/42
pathway was not inhibited. However, in the presence of the inhibitor there was no DDTinduced increase in IL-6 production seen at any of the DDT exposures. These results suggest
that the p44/42 MAPK pathway may be involved in DDT-induced increases IL-6 production
in a donor-dependent manner. The effects of inhibiting the p38 MAPK pathway on DDTinduced IL-6 synthesis are shown in Figure 6B and Table 6. Cells from 2 (F591, F592) of the
4 donors tested showed some decrease in DDT-induced IL-6 production when the p38
pathway was blocked. However, the decrease in DDT-stimulated IL-6 production was less
consistent than that seen when the p44/42 pathway was inhibited.

DISCUSSION
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PCP and DDT are two organochlorine compounds that very significantly contaminate the
environment and make their way into human blood and other tissues (Cirelli, 1978; Cline et
al., 1989; Uhl et al., 1986; Brown et al., 2005; Koepke et al., 2004; Trejo-Acevedo et al.,
2009). Both have been shown to increase the risk of developing particular malignant tumors
(Demers et al., 2006; Cooper & Jones, 2008; Eskenazi, et al., 2009; Harada et al., 2016).
These compounds have also been shown to increase the secretion and production of the proinflammatory cytokine interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β) from human immune cells (Martin and
Whalen, 2017; Martin et al., 2019). Pro-inflammatory cytokines can lead to chronic
inflammation which is a significant contributor to a number of diseases including a number
of cancers (Coussens & Werb, 2002; Demaria et al., 2010). IL-6 is another cytokine that can
contribute to chronic inflammation, and the diseases associated with it, if its levels are not
properly regulated (Jorcyk et al., 201; Landskron et al., 2014; Gabay et al.,2006; Nagasaki et
al., 2014). Importantly, both PCP and DDT have been shown to increase not just cellular
secretion of IL-1β but also its production by the cell (Martin et al., 2019). This effect on
cellular production means that exposed cells will have a sustained ability to dispense IL-1β
and contribute to an inflammatory state. The current study explores whether PCP and DDT
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can also stimulate secretion and production of the critical inflammatory cytokine IL-6 from
immune cells. The levels of both PCP and DDT that were examined in these studies were
near or within the range that is seen in human blood samples (Cline et al., 1989; Uhl et al.,
1986; Koepke et al., 2004; Trejo-Acevedo et al., 2009).
Both compounds were capable of increasing IL-6 secretion from cell preparations that
contained T-lymphocytes (MD-PBMCs) or T lymphocytes and monocytes (PBMCs).
However, the simplest cell preparation of purified NK cells showed no consistent
compound-induced increases in IL-6 secretion. These findings are somewhat similar to those
seen with another category of environmental contaminants the organotins (TBT and DBT).
These compounds were also able to increase the secretion of IL-6 from cell preparations
containing T lymphocytes plus monocytes (PBMCs) at certain exposure levels but did not
consistently stimulate secretion from purified NK cells or MD-PBMCs (Brown et al., 2018a)
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Once we had established that the compounds were able to increase secretion of IL-6 from
immune cell preparations that contained T lymphocytes and monocytes, we examined if the
increase in secretion was due simply to increased release of pre-existing IL-6 or if the cell
was stimulated by the compounds to produce more IL-6. The results indicated that both PCP
and DDT were able to stimulate IL-6 production (secreted+intracellular levels) within 6 h of
exposure. The compound-stimulated increases maintained out to 24 h. The organotin
contaminant, TBT, is also able to stimulate the production of IL-6 (Brown et al. 2018b).
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It appears that compound-induced increases in IL-6 mRNA play a role in the increases in
IL-6 production seen with exposures to both PCP and DDT. PCP was able to increase the
levels of IL-6 mRNA in cells from 3 out of 4 donors after 6 h of exposure and 4 out 5 donors
after 24 h. These findings suggest that while increased mRNA for IL-6 occurs in response to
PCP exposures it may not completely explain the increases seen in protein production in
response to PCP. DDT exposures increased levels of mRNA for IL-6 after both 2 h and 6 h,
indicating that the increases in the IL-6 protein induced by DDT may be due to DDT effects
on either increased transcription or decreased breakdown of IL-6 mRNA. These results are
in contrast to those seen when examining the effects of PCP and DDT on IL-1β mRNA. In
those studies, PCP increased the mRNA for IL-1β while DDT did not cause an increase
(Martin et al., 2019). As was seen in the current studies with PCP, increases in IL-6
synthesis seen with the organotin contaminant tributylin (TBT) can be only partially
explained by increases in mRNA production (Brown et al., 2018b).
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IL-6 level are regulated by the p44/42 and p38 mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK)
pathways (Gaestel et al., 2009; Winzen et al.,1999). Thus, we examined if either of these
pathways were needed for the increases in IL-6 production that were seen with exposures to
either PCP or DDT. PCP appears to require the p38 MAPK pathway to stimulate IL-6
production while DDT appear to need the p44/42 pathway to cause elevations in IL-6
production in cells from the majority of donors. These results differ from what was seen
when examining the pathways utilized by PCP and DDT in elevating IL-1β, In those studies
both DDT and PCP required the p38 pathway to increase IL-1β production (Martin et al.,
2019). However, the organotin compound, TBT, like PCP, appeared to predominantly utilize
the p38 pathway to stimulate IL-6 production (Brown et al, 2018b). There are other
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examples of DDT altering gene expression in both human embryonic kidney epithelial cell
line and an endometrial cell line (Frigo et al, 2004).
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The role of chronic inflammation in neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease
(PD) has been established (Tansey & Goldberg, 2010; Chao et al., 2014). Levels of a number
of inflammatory cytokines including IL-6 are elevated in the serum of patients with PD
(Chao et al., 2014). Additionally, an association between pesticide exposure and diseases
such as PD has been demonstrated (Freire & Koifman, 2012). The results of this study
indicate that organochlorine pesticides such as PCP and DDT are able to increase the levels
of a critical inflammatory cytokine, IL-6, produced by immune. IL-6 has been shown to
associate with neurodegenerative diseases (Chao et al., 2014). Additionally, a previous study
showed that both DDT and PCP were also able to elevate the production of the potent proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β (Martin et al., 2019). Thus, the capacity of certain pesticides
to elevate inflammatory cytokines may be an aspect of the mechanism by which they could
elevate risk of neurodegeneration.
To summarize, both PCP and DDT were able to increase the secretion of IL-6 in cell
preparations that contained either T lymphocytes (MD-PBMCs) or T lymphocytes and
monocytes (PBMCs). More importantly, these compound are able to increase the cellular
production of IL-6. PCP-induced increases in IL-6 can be partially explained by PCP’s
ability to increase IL-6 mRNA levels. The increases in IL-6 production seen with DDT may
be completely due to its ability to increase IL-6 mRNA. The p38 MAPK signaling pathway
appears to be most important for PCP-induced increases in IL-6, while neither the p44/42
nor the p38 pathway appeared to be essential to DDT-induced increases in IL-6.
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Figure 1. Effects of 24 h, 48 h and 6-day exposures to PCP on secretion of IL-6 from NK Cells,
MD-PBMCs, and PBMCs.

Effects of 24 h, 48 h, and 6 day exposures to 0–5 µM PCP on secretion of IL-6 from NK
cells, MD-PBMCs, and PBMCs. A) NK cells (representative experiment of cells from donor
KB192. B) MD-PBMCs (representative experiment of cells from donor F243). C) PBMCs
(representative experiment of cells from donor F436). * represents significant decreases and
+ represents significant increases compared to the control (p<0.05).
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Figure 2. Effect of exposures to PCP on synthesis of IL-6 in PBMCs

Author Manuscript

Effects of exposures to 0–5 µM PCP on the production of IL-6 in PBMCs. A) 6 h exposure.
The blot is from a representative experiment (F492) with accompanying secretion data. An
increase in secretion or in intracellular level is a number greater than 1; a decrease in
secretion or intracellular level is a number less than 1. The control is arbitrarily set at 1. A
combined fold increase (secretion + intracellular) greater than 1 indicates an increase in
production. Changes in fold production for 3 additional experiments are given in Table 1. B)
24 h exposure. The blot is from a representative experiment (F451) with accompanying
secretion data. Changes in fold production for 3 additional experiments are given in Table 1.
NS indicates no significant change in secretion (p>0.05)
NI indicates no significant increase in production ( Fold increase ≤1)
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Figure 3. Effect of 24 h PCP exposure on synthesis of IL-6 in PBMCs where the p44/42 pathway
or p38 pathway are inhibited

Author Manuscript

Effects of the inhibition of selected signaling pathways on the production of IL-6 from
human PBMCs after 24 h exposures to PCP. A) MEK inhibitor (PD98059). Data is from a 2
experiments (F570 and F571). Data from additional experiments are given in Table 3; B)
p38 inhibitor (SB202190). Data is from a representative experiment (F570). Data from
additional experiments are given in Table 3. An increase in secretion or in intracellular level
is a number greater than 1 a decrease in secretion or intracellular level is a number less than
1. The control is arbitrarily set at 1. Cells treated with inhibitor are compared to control cells
treated with inhibitor. A combined fold increase (secretion + intracellular) greater than 1
indicates an increase in production.
NI indicates no significant increase in production (fold increase ≤1); NS indicates no
significant change in secretion (p>0.05)
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Figure 4. Effects of 24 h, 48 h and 6-day exposures to DDT on secretion of IL-6 from NK Cells,
MD-PBMCs, and PBMCs.

Effects of 24 h, 48 h, and 6 day exposures to 0–2.5 µM DDT on secretion of IL-6 from NK
cells, MD-PBMCs, and PBMCs. A) NK cells (representative experiment of cells from donor
KB196. B) MD-PBMCs (representative experiment of cells from donor F281). C) PBMCs
(representative experiment of cells from donor F197). * represents significant decreases and
+ represents significant increases compared to the control (p<0.05).
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Figure 5. Effect exposures to DDT on synthesis of IL-6 in PBMCs
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Effects of exposures to 0–2.5 µM DDT on the production of IL-6 in PBMCs. A) 6 h
exposure. The blot is from a representative experiment (F543) with accompanying secretion
data. An increase in secretion or in intracellular level is a number greater than 1; a decrease
in secretion or intracellular level is a number less than 1. The control is arbitrarily set at 1. A
combined fold increase (secretion + intracellular) greater than 1 indicates an increase in
production. Changes in fold production for 3 additional experiments are given in Table 4. B)
24 h exposure. The blot is from a representative experiment (F518) with accompanying
secretion data. Changes in fold production for 3 additional experiments are given in Table 4.
NI indicates no significant increase in production (fold increase ≤1); NS indicates no
significant change in secretion (p>0.05)
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Figure 6. Effect of 6 h DDT exposure on synthesis of IL-6 in PBMCs where the p44/42 pathway
or p38 pathway are inhibited.
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Effects of the inhibition of selected signaling pathways on the production of IL-6 from
human PBMCs after 6 h exposures to DDT. A) MEK inhibitor (PD98059). Data is from a
representative experiment (F590). Data from additional experiments are given in Table 6; B)
p38 inhibitor (SB202190). Data is from a representative experiment (F593). Data from
additional experiments are given in Table 3. An increase in secretion or in intracellular level
is a number greater than 1 a decrease in secretion or intracellular level is a number less than
1. The control is arbitrarily set at 1. Cells treated with inhibitor are compared to control cells
treated with inhibitor.
NI indicates no significant increase in production (fold increase ≤1); NS indicates no
significant change in secretion (p>0.05)
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Table 1:

Author Manuscript

Effects of PCP exposures on production of IL-6 in PBMCS after 6 h and 24 h
Fold ↑ production IL-6
[PCP] µM

5

2.5

1

0.5

0.25

0.1

0.05

Exposure time

donor

6h

F490

NI

2.6

2.6

2.2

2.8

3.4

NI

F493

NI

NI

NI

NI

NI

1.1

NI

F494

1.3

1.2

1.5

1.5

2

1.5

1.2

F444

2.3

NI

1.2

1.5

1.4

NI

1.1

F481

1.2

NI

NI

1.2

1.2

1.2

NI

F485

NI

1.4

NI

NI

1.1

NI

NI

24 h

Author Manuscript

NI indicates no significant increase ( Fold increase ≤1)
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Table 2:

Author Manuscript

Effects of 2 h, 6 h, and 24 h exposures to PCP on IL-6 mRNA levels in PBMCs
2h

Interleukin 6 mRNA expression (AU) (mean± S.D.)

[PCP]
µM

F563

F564

F565

F566

0

46±3

64±6

30±3

18±0.5

0.05

24±1*

64±6

32±2

29±1+

0.1

30±2*

73±2

35±3

28±2+

0.25

27±0.7*

65±3

30±2

23±0.6+

0.5

32±1*

72±0.4

26±1

25±1+

1

28±6*

66±1

26±1

22±1+

25±0.2*

75±16

18±2*

22±1+

17±2*

41±3*

14±1*

17±0.6

2.5

Author Manuscript

5

6h

Interleukin 6 mRNA expression (AU) (mean± S.D.)
F538

F540

F541

F542

0

23±0.5

11±7

8±0.6

23±1

0.05

19±0.3*

14±3

45±8+

18±0.8*

0.1

25±0.4+

18±3

27±13

15±0.4*

0.25

19±0.3*

11±0.8

28±3+

18±0.6*

0.5

24±0.2+

17±2

28±11

16±0.5*

15±1*

16±0.4

36±19

31±2+

2.5

12±0.1*

22±1

30±8+

43±11

5

18±0.3*

12±4

21±2+

55±18

[PCP]
µM

1

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

24h

Interleukin 6 mRNA expression (AU) (mean± S.D.)

[PCP]
µM

F525

F527

F528

F530

F548

0

27±2

15±0.1

5±1

13±1

9±2

0.05

21±2*

14±1

19±1+

13±1

11±1

0.1

31±1+

15±2

14±3+

10±1*

16±2+

0.25

39±4+

16±0.4+

11±1+

13±1

15±1+

0.5

43±3+

19±.1+

16±3+

10±0.4*

10±1

1

37±1+

17±1

14±3+

7±0.2*

8±.4

2.5

30±1

14±1

22±2+

9±3

9±1

5

25±8

11±1*

19±3+

9±0.3

5±1*

Values are mean±S.D. of triplicate determinations.
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*

Indicates a significant decrease in secretion and

+

indicates a significant increase in secretion compared to control cells (cells treated with vehicle alone), p<0.05
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Table 3:

Author Manuscript

Effects of PCP exposure on the synthesis of IL-6 in PBMCS when the p44/42 or p38 signaling pathways are
inhibited.
Fold ↑ synthesis IL-6
[PCP] µM

5

2.5

1

5+I

2.5+I

1+I

Inhibitor (I)

donor

PD98059

F569

1.3

1.4

1.3

2.1

1.9

NI

F582

1.3

1.5

3.4

1.6

NI

NI

F570

1.5

1.9

2.4

1.5

NI

NI

F571

NI

1.3

2.2

NI

NI

NI

F584

2.7

3.3

3.3

1.3

1.4

1.4

SB202190

Author Manuscript

NI indicates no significant increase (Fold increase ≤1)
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Table 4:

Author Manuscript

Effects of DDT exposures on synthesis of IL-6 in PBMCS after 6 h, and 24 h
Fold ↑ synthesis IL-6
[DDT] µM

2.5

1

0.5

0.25

0.1

0.05

0.025

Exposure time

donor

6h

F535

NI

NI

1.4

2.3

1.5

1.3

NI

F536

2.3

1.6

2.2

3.0

1.6

2.5

1.5

F545

NI

1.2

NI

NI

NI

NI

NI

F517

NI

NI

NI

1.1

NI

1.2

NI

F522

1.6

1.6

1.5

2.4

9.6

2.3

2.7

F523

1.6

1.3

NI

1.4

NI

NI

NI

24 h

Author Manuscript

NI indicates no significant increase (Fold increase ≤1)
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Table 5:

Author Manuscript

Effects of 2 h and 6 h exposures to DDT on IL-6 mRNA levels in PBMCs
2h

Interleukin 6 mRNA expression (AU) (mean± S.D.)

[DDT]
µM

F577

F578

F579

F581

Author Manuscript

0

14±7

15±0.7

25±2

11±0.3

0.025

19±2

14±2

21±2

22±1+

0.05

21±2

33±3+

26±5

23±0.8+

0.1

23±1

15±1

22±3

20±0.1+

0.25

23±1

42±2+

26±2

17±1+

0.5

26±1

18±1+

27±1

12±0.2+

1

31±3+

20±0.7+

30±2+

27±3+

2.5

13±9

19±0.4+

24±1

20±0.5+

Author Manuscript

6h

Interleukin 6 mRNA expression (AU) (mean± S.D.)

[DDT]
µM

F573

F574

F575

F576

0

17±2

6±0.1

4±1

27±4

0.025

22±3

15±0.1+

10±2+

14±0.2*

0.05

25±1+

15±0.3+

17±2+

29±0.5

0.1

23±2+

15±1+

12±0.6+

34±13

0.25

23±2+

16±0.6+

10±2+

40±4+

0.5

22±2+

13±0.8+

15±1+

28±2

1

20±0.4

15±0.9+

9±2+

26±0.8

2.5

22±1+

13±0.4

8±2

33±2

Values are mean±S.D. of triplicate determinations.

*

Indicates a significant decrease in secretion and

+

indicates a significant increase in secretion compared to control cells (cells treated with vehicle alone), p<0.05
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Table 6:

Author Manuscript

Effects of DDT exposure on the synthesis of IL-6 in PBMCS when the p44/42 or p38 signaling pathways are
inhibited.
Fold ↑ synthesis IL-6
[DDT] µM

0.1

0.05

0.025

0.1+I

0.05+I

0.025+I

Inhibitor (I)

donor

PD98059

F591

1.6

1.9

1.2

NI

NI

NI

F592

1.6

1.7

1.9

1.5

1.1

NI

F593

1.4

1.3

2.0

1.8

1.7

3.1

F591

2.2

2.4

2.2

NI

NI

NI

F592

1.1

NI

1.4

NI

NI

1.5

F595

1.5

2.0

1.8

1.8

2.4

2.4

SB202190

Author Manuscript

NI indicates no significant increase ( Fold increase ≤1)
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